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Poste d - 29/01/2007 : 23:34:54

Dont tell me I am the only one up again.
In view of the ruling on Catholic Adoption agencies does anyone know
whether Dusty ever expressed a desire to have or bring up children.I have
seen headlines about her being 'dad' to certain children but didnt bother
reading it. I honestly wont be offended this time if you just tell me to mind
my own business.
Poste d - 30/01/2007 : 00:12:15

Seems like I've read a comment on this somewhere.....calling the
experts.....
"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on."
~Roll Away
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Poste d - 30/01/2007 : 01:21:36

She wasn't the Motherly type according to an interview from her from about
1970.. Maybe that changed later as she matured. I bet she was great with
other people's children, just didn't want any of her own. Her family
background was maybe an influence.
Tim x
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Poste d - 30/01/2007 : 08:44:26

The thing with Frank Allen haha what a c hamp
Didnt she say she thought she'd be a terrible mother....although Dusty
thought she'd be terrible at everything except making scrambled eggs
hahaha RANDOM.
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Poste d - 30/01/2007 : 10:48:38

I've always thought Dusty would have made a fantastic aunt but maybe not
such a good mum - don't know though, maybe having kids would have given
her life some direc tion in the 'lost years'? Who knows, all ifs and buts.
I do remember reading that Dusty desperately wanted children later in life. I
think it was a copy article from the National Enquirer or some such tabloid
which was reprinted in the Bulletin commemorative edition after she died anyone else remember this?
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Poste d - 31/01/2007 : 21:55:00

I think she would have made a brilliant mum but would have always doubted
that was the case. When my Dusty obsession spilled over into my real life
my middle one said whats with all the sec rets -is she your real mum or
something. And with all she went through I think that she would have
listened to her children and made sure they were safe even if she couldnt
cope with her own burdens and I would have been proud. Other people can
put a different slant on it but the revelations about the lost years in Dwd
didnt bother me its whats been left unsaid that did.

Poste d - 01/02/2007 : 02:13:37

She never wanted children, thats what she said to me. St.Teresa
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Poste d - 01/02/2007 : 10:14:47

thank you for sharing that. If it was a happy confident decision then good
luck to her but if it was because of her c hildhood then thats so sad. Tell me
to mind my own business but do you know if she remembered everything
that happened or was there a mental block and did she ever confront her
parents. Thank you St Teresa, I think I c alled you St Theresa by mistake.
She came later, her 'chalice was full to the brim, full of love.'

Poste d - 03/02/2007 : 02:27:31

Oh My My My. Teda.
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Poste d - 03/02/2007 : 15:27:37

The tone on this thread needs some adjustments.
Thanks,
Your friendly moderator
"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on."
~Roll Away
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Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 02:35:00

Help please tell me Im pyschic not psycho. I thought I saw something but
its gone. It didnt offend us at all so I dont understand why it
disappeared.Dont hide behind the sofa because Im going to get behind mine
and stay there. Ive got a mission to turn a gray feather white, nothing else.
If I can explain somewhere why I think the way that I do I will. Why are
you on an open forum when there are so many closed ones?
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